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PARKER’S POINT by Scott D. Parker, NORA Executive Director
Oil Prices Drop-Environmental Concerns Rise

The drop in oil prices over the last 18 months
funds to manage their used oil collection
has dramatically reset the marketplace in which programs because of increased volumes and
NORA members operate.
increased collection costs.
Members have been primarily concerned with
managing the financial and customer relation
effects the change in the market has created.
As the value of our industry’s products has
decreased, the need to reset the financial
relationship with thousands of generators/
suppliers has consumed immense time and
energy.

Unknown is how many gallons will go
uncollected because of fewer commercial DIY
collection points. If the general public does not
have convenient access to DIY drop off locations,
then it is possible the number of gallons of used
oil improperly dumped will grow.

Wastewater: Less Segregation, More
Solidification
A very real secondary impact has been caused
The incentive to properly segregate used oil
by lower oil prices: new environmental
from wastewater streams when possible has
concerns. As the trend from pay-for-oil to
been greatly decreased because of lower oil
charge-for-oil has increased, the financial
prices. Consequently, it is anticipated there will
incentive for the generator community to
be an increase in the amount of used oil found
properly collect and segregate used oil has been in the nation’s wastewater streams. This means
eliminated.
that NORA members who process wastewater
will be dealing with larger volumes of used oil
DIY Used Oil: A Diminishing Collection
as a percentage of the total gallons processed.
Network
Over the past few months, the NORA office has NORA’s Wastewater Committee has identified
received calls by generators asking if they are
another expected outcome of increasing used
required to accept Do-It-Yourself used oil.
oil volumes from wastewater operations
combined with diminishing markets for off-spec
Some generators, who generally now have to
used oil: more solidification. While solidification
pay to have their used oil picked up, are less
allows the material to be processed efficiently,
inclined to take used oil from the general public it eliminates the ability for the material to be
at no cost. NORA has informed the generator
beneficially reused.
community that they are not required to accept
DIY used oil; but it likely eliminates their ability Outcome
to use the Service Station Dealers Exemption to During a recent press interview, I was asked if
protect them from Superfund Liability.
the drop in oil prices would cause our industry
to stop collecting and recycling used oil. My
It is expected that most DIY drop off locations
answer: Absolutely not.
will continue to accept used oil; however it is
reasonable to think many generators will stop While market conditions have caused our
providing this service as this has now become
industry to transition business models, it has
an expense. Where will that used oil end up?
not diminished our commitment to responsibly
The likely answer is municipal drop off locations collect and process every gallon of used oil
or it will be dumped.
generated.
There is evidence that drop offs at municipal
locations have increased because of fewer DIY
drop off locations available from the commercial
sector. News stories have popped up of town
and county governments seeking additional
LIQUIDRECYCLING

It is important that we as an industry identify
the environmental consequences caused by
dropping oil prices. This will be a major topic of
conversation at the upcoming NORA Mid-Year
Meeting in Boston.
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NORA MEMBER SPOTLIGHT:
Valicor Environmental Services

Interview with: Bill Hinton

Headquarters: Middletown, Ohio

How long has your company been in the
industry? What have been the major milestones
in the growth of your business?
Since 1986, Valicor held a CWT discharge permit.
Beginning in 1994, Valicor built a 20,000 sq. ft. facility in Sharonville, Ohio, north of Cincinnati, and we
began processing much larger volumes of industrial
aqueous waste streams. We doubled the size of the
Sharonville facility in 1996 to accommodate our
growth with inks, paints, graphite, adhesives and
other non-oily wastewaters.
In 1998, we opened our Middletown, Ohio facility to
handle the increase in oily wastewater, and in 1999,
we opened a drum/container facility in Monroe,
Ohio to process all types of non-hazardous waste in
various containers, including pails to super sacks.
Valicor started a fluid management and purification
company in 2000. This company completed most
work at customer locations but also ran an oil purification process out of the Monroe, Ohio facility (Base
Oil Program).
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Member Since: 1993

In 2004, Valicor merged with SRS, out of Michigan,
to become a full service environmental/purification
provider to manufacturing industries. This merger
formed Valicor as it is today.
Valicor’s services expanded in 2006 into West Virginia
with a small plant in Nitro, West Virginia. Business in
this region grew dramatically, so in 2010, we moved
to a 45,000 sq. ft. facility in Huntington, West Virginia.
In 2008, we started our oil program. Valicor’s oil
program established storage on major rivers where
industrial oils are placed and shipped via barge to
the gulf and the 6 oil market. This program enables
Valicor to have consistent outlets for bi-product (offspec oil) coming off of our plants.
A new 25,000 sq. ft. CWT facility opened in Huntsville, Alabama in 2012. We also established the
Recycled Petroleum Products (RPP) program where
we bring in petroleum impacted waters, separate
the petroleum product from the water, and re-sell
the petroleum.
LIQUIDRECYCLING

In 2013, we started our product destruction/soap
programs. Valicor takes in soap containers, de-packages them, and recycles the product, plastic and
cardboard. We also take in line-flush/tank rinsate
that is diluted with soap, and then concentrate it to
resell in the marketplace. The water is discharged at
our CWT’s. The same year, we opened a new 50,000
sq. ft. CWT facility in St. Louis, Missouri where the
product destruction/soaps program was also implemented.
In 2014, we opened a new 20,000 sq. ft. CWT facility
in Kansas City, Missouri and established the fly ash
program. Fly ash is taken in from power generators
and mixed with solidification materials to take to a
landfill.
Our Sharonville facility moved in 2015 and 2016
into a 50,000 sq. ft. facility in Middletown, Ohio to
accommodate new growth and success with our oil
program. We also doubled the capacity of the Middletown, Ohio water pre-treatment plant.
This year, Valicor outgrew the 50,000 sq. ft. Franklin,
Ohio facility, and we moved all fly ash, container,
and product destruction/soap business into a new
120,000 sq. ft. facility in Monroe, Ohio. We also
expanded our fly ash program into the St. Louis,
Missouri region.

Why are you a member of NORA? How do you see
NORA helping you build your business?
Valicor is extremely active within the NORA. I just finished my tenure as President and our company had
3 NORA Presidents in the last 20 years.
Having influence within NORA has been critical to
the success of Valicor. Major issues have occurred
over the last 15 years, and NORA has represented the
CWT Industry well with the CWT regulations, solid
waste issues, and many others industry issues.
I like to think Valicor has been a leader in our industry, and we plan to continue leading and remain
active in NORA.
Marketing our company within NORA is overwhelmingly beneficial to Valicor. I can easily say Valicor
currently conducts business with dozens of NORA
members, and several of these relationships were
developed through NORA.

Where does your company provide service?
Valicor primarily provides services throughout the
Midwest and South, with multiple facilities in Ohio
and a facility in West Virginia, Alabama, Missouri, and
Kentucky.

LIQUIDRECYCLING
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INDUSTRY NEWS For additional information on these news items, visit noranews.org/news
Beyond Orion Refining, Inc.
New Re-refinery in Cheyenne,
Wyoming
Charles and Rita Martin of “Beyond Orion Refining, Inc” recently
announced the beginning of
construction on a new 40 million
gallon capacity re-refinery to be
located in Cheyenne, Wyoming.
This refinery is sized to accommodate the used oil recycling
needs of the entire front range of
Colorado, Wyoming and Western
Nebraska. They anticipate the first
runs to be in November of 2016.

California LCA Report and
Workshop
The Used Oil Life-Cycle Assessment (LCA) Project document,
which was published in NORA’s
Winter Meeting Event book is
available online to members. On
April 27, CalRecycle hosted a public workshop.
A webcast of the workshop will be
available online for three months
and can be found at CalRecycle’s
Public Meeting Webcasts page:
http://calrecycle.ca.gov/Broadcast/

NORA Member Coco Products
Now Certified by EcoLogo/UL
Environment
Coco Products LLC announced
certification and partnership with
EcoLogo/UL Environment.
EcoLogo Certifications are voluntary, multi-attribute, life-cycle
based environmental certifications that indicate a product has
undergone rigorous scientific
testing, exhaustive auditing, or
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both, to prove its compliance with
stringent, third-party, environmental performance standards.
Coco Absorb is now the first and
only absorbent recognized by the
EcoLogo program. The product
also has certifications from OMRI,
NSF, USDA, and EPA recognition.

NexLube Stalled Oil Recycling
Plant Back on at Port Tampa
Bay
Construction of an oil recycling
plant at Port Tampa Bay was
suspended in 2013 when building
costs escalated.
Now, NexLube Tampa LLC, which
has invested $100 million in to the
project, has announced it found
a partner with NORA member
Puraglobe Florida LLC, which is an
offshoot of Germany-based Puralube Inc., to finance the remaining
40 percent of the work and
operate the plant.
It is now expected to open in mid2018 and employ 65-80 people.
The plant will eventually be able
to process 24 million gallons of
used oil per year. It will include
a 56,000 sq. foot blending and
storage building, a 20,000 sq. foot
office building, approximately 30
above-ground storage tanks ranging in size from 10,000 gallons to
900,000 gallons, piping and foundations for the processing unit.
The partners are now in a due diligence period and are expected to
close on the joint venture by the
end of May.

NORA Member Hydrodec Sells
UK Operations and Appoints
New CEO
Beginning in December of 2015,
NORA member Hydrodec Group,
plc. appointed Acting Chief Executive Chris Ellis to Chief Executive;
and began a “strategic auction” of
their UK Re-Refining operations.
Due to the downturn in the global
prices of the oil market, Hydrodec
concluded it was in their best interests to dispose of the UK Operations to a buyer able to properly
finance and develop the business
in the near term.
The UK operations have been sold
to Andrew Black, a non-Executive
Director and substantial shareholder of the company. The Board
believes that the divestment of
the UK collections business, while
retaining an economic interest
in the UK lubricant oil re-refining
project, addresses the significant
downside risk currently posed to
the Group by its UK Operations
given current global oil prices.
Hydrodec plans to focus on growing its “market leading” transformer oil technology and business
within the $2 billion global transformer oil market.

NORA Member Liquid Environmental Acquires All American
Grease Services Company
On February 1, 2016, NORA
Member Liquid Environmental
acquired privately held All American Grease Services Companies,
a leading non-hazardous liquid
waste company. All American,
based in Kenner, Louisiana, is a
strategic addition to Liquid
LIQUIDRECYCLING

INDUSTRY NEWS For additional information on these news items, visit noranews.org/news
Environmental Solutions’ non-hazardous wastewater collection and
disposal business. The acquisition
adds five service branches and
three wastewater treatment facilities to the Liquid Environmental
network.

NORA Member Vertex Energy
Looking to Pursue Bunker
Fuels Market
Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer of Vertex Energy, Benjamin
P. Cowart told shareholders in a
letter that the company is “looking
to enter the bunker fuels market”.

NORA Member Universal
Lubricants Acquires NORA
Member Metro Environmental

Alabama and Georgia areas for
over 23 years.

The Sylacauga, Alabama location
and employees will form UES’s 21st
NORA member Universal
terminal operation that will proEnvironmental Services, LLC,
vide additional volume for UES’s
(“UES”) has acquired NORA memused oil re-refinery in Peachtree
ber Metro Environmental Services,
City, Georgia. The staff, assets
Inc. based in Sylacauga, Alabama.
and service offerings will provide
Metro Environmental is an eninstantaneous efficiencies to their
vironmental services company pricustomers and their business
marily focused on the collection,
organization. The UES family is exprocessing and marketing of used
cited to welcome the Metro team
oil and used oil related services.
to the organization.
Metro Environmental Services has
been providing services to the

In the letter, Cowart acknowledged the negative impact that
the significant drop in crude oil
and related prices had had on the
business in 2015, and said he was
expecting a difficult 2016 ahead.
One of several areas the company
was now considering to improve
its fortunes was the development
of finished marine fuels, citing
that the new Emissions Control
Area fuel requirements fit well
with their existing processing
capabilities.
“Our vacuum gas oil (VGO) product can be sold into the marine
fuel market at improved pricing
relative to traditional VGO markets. We intend to aggressively
pursue this market in 2016,” stated
Cowart.

LIQUIDRECYCLING

is a proud sponsor of
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ASK JACK
What Wastewater
Related Projects are
Being Worked on by
NORA?
There are two on-going NORA projects that are
very important to the NORA members. They relate
to EPA’s re-evaluation of the existing
Centralized Waste Treatment
Effluent Limitation Guideline
(CWT-ELG) and the EPA Non
Hazardous Solid Materials
(NHSM) rule as it impacts
off-specification used
oil which is typically
extracted from
industrial waters
by CWT’s. In both
cases NORA is
significantly involved
in representing our
industry before EPA.

CWT-ELG Re-evaluation
by EPA

EPA is concerned about
CWT’s receiving significantly
contaminated wastewater from
the oil and gas industry which is called
Shale Gas Extraction (SGE) water. SGE water
typically results from hydraulic fracturing (fracking)
backflow water, produced water, spent drilling fluids,
etc. The volume of these contaminated waters has
greatly increased resulting from the high level of
fracking activities occurring in many parts of the
USA. Each well can generate several million gallons
of water.
Under the rules governing the development of
ELGs, EPA is required to re-evaluate each industry
PAGE 8

ELG every two years to determine if there have
been significant changes to the regulated industry
that would justify possible modification to the
ELG. CWT’s receiving SGE water has caused EPA
to begin in 2014 to look harder at CWT’s and
possible changes to the CWT-ELG. EPA has identified
numerous facilities that they believe may handle
these wastes in Arkansas, Colorado, Louisiana, North
Dakota, New Mexico, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania,
Texas, West Virginia, Wyoming, and others. They
expect to complete their evaluation and report by
December 2016.
The constituents in SGE waters
depend on the oil and gas
geological formation. Typically
SGE waters have very
high concentrations of
Total Dissolved Solids
(TDS) that can be over
100,000 mg/l or 3
times more TDS than
sea water. Examples
of other troublesome
constituents are
Strontium and
Naturally Occurring
Radioactive Materials
(NORM). As a general
rule, these SGE waters have
historically been handled
on-site through injection
back down the drilled holes and
treatment/recycling on-site. Some is
disposed by commercial deep well injection
facilities; however, some of these waters have been
sent to CWT’s.
In the past few years, EPA has focused on the CWT’s
because there were a few instances where these
high TDS waters have been handled and treated by
CWT’s and discharged to the local POTW or directly
to a stream. Some of these resulted in substantial
environmental problems with the receiving streams;
these events have been highly publicized. For
LIQUIDRECYCLING

Jack Waggener is a Professional Engineer and Senior Consultant to NORA. If you
have a question you would like Jack to address in the next issue, email info@
noranews.org. To contact Jack Waggener, P.E., email jack.waggener@aecom.com

example, this has happened in
Pennsylvania and Ohio.

Off-Spec Used Oil and the
NHSM Rule

Since 2010, NORA has continued
to work with EPA to get off-spec
used oil to be determined a nonwaste which allows it to continue
to be combusted as a fuel for
energy recovery. As a result of
litigation on the NHSM rule its
policy toward off-spec used oil
has changed if contaminant
levels are comparable to the
traditional fuels of coal and fuel
oils.

and submitted to Summit Labs
for detailed analytical testing. The
results of these tests are expected
to be submitted to EPA in May
2016. This is a very important
project; NORA will continue to
meet with EPA to try to secure a
favorable determination. This will

preserve the market for off-spec
used oil. Without a favorable
ruling there will be unintended
negative environmental
consequences.

On November 12, 2013, NORA
petitioned EPA for a non-waste
determination of off-spec used
oil and included analytical
data generated by NORA
member Summit Environmental
Laboratories. NORA has
continued to meet with EPA on
this issue, and in March 2016 EPA
asked NORA to provide more
analytical testing that would
allow them to make a final
determination. They indicated
that they wish to include the final
off-spec used oil determination
along with that for used railroad
ties by the end of 2016.
During March and April NORA
has been working hard to
provide the EPA requested
data. EPA requested that 25
samples be tested for numerous
contaminants that would allow it
to be compared to the traditional
fuels. The samples have been
secured from NORA members
LIQUIDRECYCLING
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2016 NORA EH&S FORUM WRAP-UP
FEBRUARY 17, 2016 | SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

The third annual NORA Environmental, Health & Safety (EH&S) Forum held February 17, 2016 in San Antonio,
educated over 50 NORA members on safety issues facing oil recycling companies.
NORA’S first Guiding Principle states that member companies make health, safety, and environmental considerations a top priority in planning for all existing and new facilities, processes, products and services. The
EH&S Forum is designed to support and expand each company’s knowledge on EH&S topics.
This year, attendees discussed safety with regards to drug legalization, used oil logistics, protecting drivers
with drive cam technology, the changing EH&S policies in the industry, and anticipating hidden hazards
found on the work site. The Forum then wrapped up with a Q & A Roundtable discussion.
These presentations are available online exclusively to NORA Members at www.noranews.org. Visit the
Member Only Resource Center and click “Past Event Resources”.
Mark Your Calendar: The fourth annual EH&S Forum will be held on Wednesday, February 22, 2017 at
Caesar’s Palace in Las Vegas.

THANK YOU 2016 EH&S Sponsors
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EH&S PRESENTATIONS AVAILABLE ONLINE

Visit the Members Only
Resource Center on noranews.org

“Drug Legalization:
Practical Effects for
NORA Members”

NORA
EH&S Forum

“Hidden Hazards
That Bite”
Gerry Luther, Caliche Ltd

Dennis Maisano, 901T
Safety Education

“Drug Legalization”
Practical Effects for
NORA Members

NORA EH&S Forum

Used Oil Rail Logistics: An EH&S
Perspective

Patrick Brady CIH, CSP
General Director Hazmat Safety

“Used Oil Rail Logistics:
An EH&S Perspective”

“Old School vs. New
School: The Culture of
Safety is Changing”

Patrick Brady, BNSF
Railway

Amy Blyth & Gary Risse,
Trihydro Corporation

BNSF Railway

PRIVILEGED & CONFIDENTIAL ATTORNEY/CLIENT COMMUNCIATION: DO NOT DISCLOSE

1

*Please Note: For the Drive Cam Technology presentation, please contact Sonya Moore of Lytx at
smoore@lytx.com or 817-823-4555

“Recycling is not a luxury,
it’s a necessity!”

The ﬁrst to be
EPA certiﬁed
to export
certain wastes
to Mexico

At Temarry, we are committed to reducing your carbon footprint

Recycling
Services

Waste to
Energy

Sustainability

Solvent
Distillation

info@temarry.com | 619-270-9453 | www.temarry.com/services
LIQUIDRECYCLING
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2016 NORA WINTER MEETING WRAP-UP
FEBRUARY 17-19, 2016 | SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
From February 17-19, over 150 national and
international leaders from the liquid recycling
industry came together in San Antonio to discuss
regulatory and business issues.
During this event, NORA committees and working
groups met to discuss opportunities and threats
for recyclers of used oil and related materials.
In addition to committee meetings, attendees
heard a presentation on the insight into the
Oil Recycling Market and challenges with the
Superfund liability.
The meeting minutes, photos, and other related
materials are available for members by visiting
the “Members Only Resource Center” on
www.noranews.org
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Rerefined Lubricant Working Group
meets at Winter Meeting

Oil Recycling Market
Insight

DR. LOREN SCOTT, Loren C. Scott &
Associates, Inc.
Dr. Scott, President of the Loren
C. Scott & Associates, Inc, gave a
presentation titled “Oil Recycling
Market Insight” during lunch at the Winter Meeting. Dr. Scott discussed
the current oil market, addressing the impact of low oil prices and
the variety of responses from international oil companies, providing a
snapshot of oil pricing trends, and offering his informed opinion on the
future of oil.
Dr. Scott will also be speaking at NORA’s 2016 Annual Conference.
For those who missed the presentation, it is available to NORA members
on www.noranews.org in the “Members Only Resource Center”.

LIQUIDRECYCLING

HAZ~MAT proudly introduces their patent pending

FLASH FRACTIONAL DISTILLATION SYSTEM
f o r p u r i f i c a t i o n a n d r e c y c l i n g o f glycols
HAZ~MAT’s Flash Fractional Vacuum Distillation Systems are specifically designed to purify
antifreeze and industrial source glycols in accordance with ASTM specifications. A variety of
configurations are available. Single stage systems provide simple “flash vacuum distillation”
for production of pre-mixed antifreeze blends. Two stage systems utilize a second column
with internal packing designed to allow rising glycol vapor to undergo a series of
vaporization and condensation steps to further enrich the glycol vapor and condense
impurities. The result is highly concentrated glycol product of high purity. Single and Double
stage systems can be used in various combinations to increase production capacity.

Offering:
Distillation
Equipment
Concentrated Glycol
50/50 Pre-Mix
Accepting:
Used Glycol for
recycling

USED ANTIFREEZE BEFORE & AFTER
PROCESSING
BEFORE
AFTER

99%
EG

MODULAR UNITS ARE SKID MOUNTED FOR EASE OF INSTALLATION

MORE THAN 40 YEARS ENVIRONMENTAL EXPERIENCE
Serving the Southeast HAZ~MAT offers a comprehensive
line of environmental and recycling services, including;
industrial cleaning and demolition, emergency response,
hazardous and non-hazardous transportation and
disposal, recycling of waste oil, fuels, oil filters and glycols

For more information, contact Bill Dempsey at 402-297-2643, email
bill@hazmatnc.com, or visit our web site at www.hazmatnc.com
HAZ~MAT ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES 221 DALTON AVE CHARLOTTE, NC 28206

704-332-5600

2016 WINTER MEETING SPONSORS
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS | FEBRUARY 17-19

OPENING RECEPTION SPONSOR

AUDIO/VISUAL SPONSOR
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m

m
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en

t

EXCLUSIVE LUNCH SPONSOR

s an

d R e c y cli n g E

qu

KEY CARD SPONSOR

LANYARD SPONSOR

NOTEBOOK SPONSOR

PREMIER
SPONSORS
Absorbent/Stabilizing
Requirements

HAPPY HOUR SPONSORS

CHARGING STATION SPONSOR

ADVERTISERS

The Environmental Answer To Your

BREAKFAST SPONSORS

CANDY BOWL SPONSORS
Goodwill Industries of Greater Detroit
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Providing quality products and excellent service to customers since 1916.

RESPONSIBLE OIL FILTER RECYCLING
Licensed Used Oil Filter Transporter
Licensed Used Oil Filter Transfer Facility
Licensed Used Oil Filter Processor
Used Oil Filter End User – End Use
Certificate Provided

New Oil Filter Transfer Facility in Atlanta Georgia
We buy Oil Filters
for recycling.

To meet all of your casting needs, US Foundry has a complete product line including:
• Manhole Rings & Covers

• Trench Grating

• Airport Products

• Cast Iron & Steel Grating

• Tree Grates

• Hatches

• Municipal & Utility Castings

• Valve Boxes

• Aluminum &
Steel Fabrication

• Inlet Frames & Grates

For more information contact us at:
Brian Martin
Materials Manager
Tel: 305-885-0301 Cell: 786-402-3018
bmartin@usfoundry.com

Customer Service:
800-432-9709
sales@usfoundry.com

8351 N.W. 93 Street (DeBogory Drive) Medley, FL 33166

Scan the QR Code
using your smart phone
to find out more
about US Foundry.

www.usfoundry.com

JUNE 27-29, 2016 | HYATT REGENCY BOSTON | BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
REGISTER NOW

SPONSOR THE EVENT

HOTEL INFORMATION

º

Use the form on page 17

º

Register online at
www.noranews.org > Events

º

Call the NORA office at
(703) 753-4277

Many sponsorship and advertising
opportunities are available for the
2016 Mid-Year Meeting. Starting at
just $150 to place your logo in the
event book, you can support your
industry and promote your company.
Visit www.noranews.org for more
information or contact Casey Parker
at casey@noranews.org. Page 18
has details and you can reserve your
sponsorship on page 17.

NORA has secured a room block
at the Hyatt Regency Boston hotel
for $249 per night. Most attendees
will arrive on Monday, June 27 and
depart on Wednesday, June 29. To
reserve your room, visit
www.noranews.org > Events or call
1-888-421-1442 and ask for the NORA
rate. More information and a direct
link to the hotel website is available
at www.noranews.org.

*There will be an added cost of $25 for
attendees who register on-site at the event.

TENTATIVE AGENDA
MONDAY, JUNE 27

3:45
4:30
5:30
6:00

PM
PM
PM
PM

-

5:00
7:00
6:00
8:00

PM
PM
PM
PM

Board of Directors Meeting
Registration
New Attendee and Board Member Reception
Opening Reception

TUESDAY, JUNE 28

7:45 PM
8:00 AM
8:00 AM
8:00 AM
9:00 AM
10:00 AM
10:40 AM
11:45 AM
1:15 PM
3:15 PM
3:40 PM
5:45 PM

-

6:00 PM
7:15 PM

-

8:15 AM
10:00 AM
10:40 AM
11:45 AM
1:15 PM
3:15 PM
3:40 PM
5:40 PM
7:15 PM

Registration/Check-In
Display Tables Available for Premier Sponsors
Continental Breakfast
Committee Chair Meeting
Opening Presentation
Break
Committee Meetings
Lunch Presentation
Committee Meetings
Break
Committee Meetings
NORA Happy Hour Reception

8:00 AM 9:00 AM -

9:00 AM
12:30 PM

Past Presidents Committee
Board of Directors Meeting

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 29
PAGE 16
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2016 NORA MID-YEAR MEETING REGISTRATION
Contact Info

Registration
EVENT

MEMBER PRICE
$
$260/person

On-site registration

SPONSORSHIPS

NON-MEMBER PRICE
$
$925/person

EVENT BOOK ADVERTISING

k Sponsor

SOLD

$2500
SOLD
SOLD
250
000

$5 5
$225

Includes 6’ table top display on 6/28.

$200

(non-exclusive, if available)

$550
$250

Payment Options
All payments are in US Dollars, drawn on US Bank.

Submit Your Registration

Book Your Hotel Room Now
Hyatt Regency Boston
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2016 NORA MID-YEAR MEETING

SPONSORSHIP AND ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES

Gain exposure for your company at this premier event in the liquid recycling industry. All members, even those not attending the
meeting, may sponsor and advertise. For just a small contribution, you can support your industry and promote your business.
All sponsors will be thanked on the NORA website with a link to your company’s website, in Liquid Recycling magazine which is
distributed to 2,000 industry leaders, in the committee book which is distributed at the event and posted on the NORA website,
and on signage at the event. Contact casey@noranews.org with any questions.

SPONSORSHIPS
LANYARD SPONSOR

SOLD

KEY CARD SPONSOR

SOLD

Your company logo will be printed on the lanyard handed to all
attendees. Offered via lottery.
Your company logo and message will be printed on all room key
cards given to attendees staying at the Hyatt Regency Boston
Hotel. Offered via lottery.

NOTEBOOK SPONSOR Only one available
$1250
Your logo will be on the notebook placed at each seat at
the beginning of the Mid-Year Meeting on Tuesday, June 28.
Offered via lottery.
AUDIO/VISUAL SPONSOR Only one available
$1000
Your logo will be prominently displayed when the “splash screen”
is displayed in the main meeting room. This sponsorship includes
a free full page black and white ad in the committee book (a
$390 value). Offered via lottery.
EXCLUSIVE LUNCH SPONSOR

$2500

Have your logo be the only one prominently displayed during
lunch on Tuesday, June 28. Your company logo will appear on
all Mid-Year Meeting agendas as the exclusive lunch sponsor
and your company will be able to address the entire group
for 60 seconds before the presentation. You may provide
additional signage if desired.

PREMIER SPONSOR

$750

Premier sponsors have the opportunity to use a 6’ table near
the NORA registration desk to display company information
and literature for the duration of the meetings on Tuesday,
June 28 and are allowed up to 60 seconds to address the
entire group at the beginning of the meeting on Tuesday.
Your company logo will be printed on the front cover of the
committee book, and on a large sign inside the meeting room.
This also includes a full page black and white ad printed in the
committee book ($390 value). Please note that meeting space
allows for materials to be displayed only on a 6’ table. Tables
are assigned on a first-come first-served basis on the day of the
event.

LUNCH SPONSOR

$700

Your company logo will be prominently displayed during lunch
on Tuesday, June 28. Your company logo will appear on all
Mid-Year Meeting agendas. You may address the entire group
before lunch for up to 60 seconds. Only six available.

HAPPY HOUR SPONSOR

$625

Your company logo will be prominently displayed during
happy hour on Tuesday, June 28. Your company logo will be
printed on each drink ticket. Your company will receive extra
drink tickets for the event. Your company logo will appear on all
Mid-Year Meeting agendas.
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CHARGING STATION SPONSOR

$550

BREAKFAST SPONSOR

$250

CANDY BOWL SPONSOR

$175

Your company logo will be prominently displayed by a charging
station near the NORA registration desk to supply power for
mobile devices.
Your company logo will be displayed during breakfast on
Tuesday, June 28. Your company logo will appear on all MidYear Meeting schedules.

Your company logo will be displayed next to the candy bowl at
registration on Monday, June 27 and on Tuesday, June 28.

EVENT BOOK ADVERTISING
BACK COVER AD

SOLD

INSIDE FRONT COVER AD Only one available

$750

INSIDE BACK COVER AD Only one available

$725

FULL PAGE COLOR AD

$575

FULL PAGE BLACK AND WHITE AD

$390

HALF PAGE COLOR AD

$390

HALF PAGE BLACK AND WHITE AD

$225

1/3 PAGE HORIZONTAL COLOR AD

$315

1/3 PAGE HORIZONTAL BLACK & WHITE AD

$200

COLOR LOGO BY COMPANY INDEX

$150

Ad is 8.5” by 11”.
Ad is 8.5” by 11”.
Ad is 8.5” by 11”.
Ad is 7.5” by 10”.
Ad is 7.5” by 10”.
Ad is 7.5” by 5”.
Ad is 7.5” by 5”.

Ad is 7.5” by 3.5”.
Ad is 7.5” by 3.5”.

Logo is 1/2” high

Roy Schumacher to speak at
NORA’s Mid-Year Meeting in
Boston
LUNCH PRESENTATION:
Where is the
Used Oil Market Headed?

The lunch speaker at the NORA Mid-Year Meeting will be Roy Schumacher, who will be speaking on where the oil market is headed.
We all watch crude oil prices because it is a major
driver in our industry. Many of us monitor natural
gas. But in today’s market, used oil companies are
affected by so much more. Base Oil, VGO, MDO and
even VTAE can and are impacting local markets.
Add in the recent major supply/demand shifts in
the asphalt and re-refining markets and suddenly
the used oil market has become more complex.
This presentation will help shine a light on market
changes and trends and why it is important to
monitor much more than crude oil in order to
understand where the market is headed.

LIQUIDRECYCLING
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2016 NORA CONFERENCE & TRADE SHOW

NOVEMBER 9-12, 2016 | THE FAIRMONT ORCHID | KOHALA COAST, BIG ISLAND OF HAWAII

TRADE SHOW - 55% SOLD!

SPONSOR THE EVENT

The NORA Trade Show will feature over 40
exhibit spaces with companies displaying
the latest products and services available
to the liquid recycling industry. See page
22 for the current trade show floor plan.
Companies interested in exhibiting should
contact Casey Parker at (703) 753-4277 or
casey@noranews.org.

There are many sponsorship and
advertising opportunities available for
the 2016 NORA Conference & Trade
Show. For as low as $150, you can
support your industry as well as promote
your company. You may purchase your
sponsorship or advertising space by
calling Casey Parker at (703) 753-4277,
emailing casey@noranews.org or by
visiting the “Sponsorship” page at
www.noranews.org.

Visit www.noranews.org > Events for more
information.
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The 2016 NORA Annual Conference and Trade Show will be held November 9-12, 2016
in Kohala Coast on the big Island of Hawaii at the Fairmont Orchid. Join 400 plus
industry leaders for networking, business development, and education.

REGISTER NOW

HOTEL INFORMATION

Register online to attend the Conference
at www.noranews.org. Register early to
receive the lowest price and a room in the
discounted NORA room block.

Hotel rooms available for NORA members
at the Fairmont Orchid for $229/night
with no additioal resort fee. This rate is
available beginning November 3 and is
good through November 16–extend your
stay and enjoy the Big Island! To reserve
your room call 1-(800)-845-9905 and ask
for the NORA room block, or book online
through www.noranews.org > Events.

Closest Airport: Kona International (KOA)
“If your target audience consists of people in
the oil recycling industry, this is the most
concentrated you’ll find them.”
-Alan Fox, MemPore Environmental
Technologies

LIQUIDRECYCLING

Please note that the only valid ways of securing a room
in the NORA room block are by calling the Fairmont
Orchid Hotel or booking through the link on the NORA
website.
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ANNUAL CONFERENCE & TRADE SHOW
2016 Trade Show FLOOR PLAN as of2016
4/26/16
(Subject
Change)
FAIRMONT
ORCHID
| KOHALAto
COAST,
HAWAII | NOVEMBER 9-12, 2016
RESERVE YOUR
BOOTH TODAY!
The 2016 NORA
Trade Show is
currently 55% sold.
Call Casey Parker at
(703) 753-4277 to
reserve your booth.

BAR

FOOD

413

209

110

108

109

208

105
Ecube Labs

204

Haz~Mat Environmental
Environmental Resource
Associates

106

103

100

308
Lubrizol

207
US Foundry

306
ATEK

411
309
408
Keteca DesertMicro
USA, Inc.
305

Spencer
Strainer
Systems

205
Lamb
Fuels, Inc

202

200
Boerger, LLC

407

405
303

300

201

Flottweg
Separation
Technology

Sweet Gazoil
Dexsil
Inc
Corporation

409

404

304
Eurecat US

203
302
Senn Dunn Continental
Insurance Refining
Company

102
101

Summit
Environmental
Technologies

Porocel
International

104

GENERAL
SESSION

BAR

112
XL Catlin

402
403

301
Paratherm

400
Fountain
Industries

401

BREAKOUT SESSIONS
ENTRANCE

ENTRANCE

ENTRANCE

2016 Conference & Trade Show TENTATIVE AGENDA
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 9

10:00
2:00
3:00
4:00
4:30

AM
PM
PM
PM
PM

-

2:00
7:00
4:00
4:30
8:30

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 10

7: 00
7:00
8:00
10:00
11:00
10:35
12:30
1:00

AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
PM
PM

-

11:45 AM
8:00 AM
10:00 AM
10:35 AM
11:45 AM
12:00 PM
7:00 PM
7:00 PM

Conference Check-In
Continental Breakfast in Trade Show
Conference Sessions Open
Refreshment Break in Trade Show
Spouse/Guest Brunch
Conference Sessions
25th Annual NORA Golf Tournament
NORA Annual Fishing Expedition

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 11

7:30
8:30
10:00
11:15
11:00
5:00

AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
PM

-

8:30 AM
10:00 AM
11:00 AM

-

12:20 PM
9:00 PM

Continental Breakfast in Trade Show
Conference Sessions
Refreshment Break in Trade Show
Trade Show Tear Down
Conference Sessions
NORA Closing Party

12:30 PM

-

2:00 PM

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12
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PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

Exhibitor Set Up
Conference Check-In/Registration
Board Member Meeting
New Member/Board Member Reception
Grand Opening Reception in Trade Show

Optional Tours, TBD
Sightseeing/Activities on your own
LIQUIDRECYCLING

Giving customers the superior
products they deserve.

WHITE MINERAL OILS • ADDITIVES
AGRICULTURAL OILS • BASE OILS • SOLVENTS
SPECIALTY CHEMICALS

Tel 1.281.260.8300 • Fax 1.281.260.6888
Email sales@lubline.com
www.lubline.com

The State of the
Wastewater Industry
Chris Harris, NORA General Counsel

Insight from two NORA members on the current
state of the wastewater industry
Question: What’s another wastewater headache?
Well, some cities seem to think that they can lower the effluent limits on our permits at any time.
PART ONE:
There’s no consultation, no advance notice. We
Interview with Dave Brown, President
prefer to work with government officials in a conValicor Environmental Services
structive, good faith relationship. But these permit
Question: From your perspective, what do you con- modifications are sudden and arbitrary. They don’t
sider are the most significant challenges to wastewa- understand that a significant reduction in the limit
on ammonia, for example, can only be achieved by
ter recycling in the United States today?
costly pretreatment technology. I think a lot of this
The most troublesome are PCBs. I’ve read Dave Coles’ pressure to lower limits comes from EPA.
report on PCBs that NORA submitted to EPA. It does
Question: What’s the current situation with off-spec
an excellent job of summarizing the problem. We
still get hits of over 50 parts per million of PCBs. Even used oil?
though these hits are isolated in guard tanks, a PCB
There’s hardly any market for it these days. Re-refinincident is never cheap. If everyone in the industry
ers don’t want it. Re-refiners only want very clean
fully implemented NORA’s Best Management Practices, that would definitely help. But many of the one automotive used oil. Blending it to make on-spec is
fine except that is costly. So, if you had a cutting oil
or two truck operators don’t bother to test for PCBs.
with, say, 6,000 parts per million of total halogens,
Amazingly, EPA never goes after the PCB generator.
you’d never try to blend it down to below 1,000. Too
What kind of message is that?
expensive. By the way, below 4,000 parts per million
would be technically on spec for halogens–but no
Question: What’s another challenge?
one will burn used oil fuel if the halogens are above
a thousand. There’s a small market for re-constituted
Non-conforming waste streams. A generator will
represent on a profile that his material is non-haz. We cutting oil–but not much. Most of the off-spec used
test it and it has a pH of one. That’s just one example. oil and industrial oil we handle is blended for the
export market and becomes No. 6 oil.
Of course, we take care of that problem properly
and report it right away to Ohio EPA. Sometimes EPA
launches an enforcement investigation of us–but
again, never the generator. We have a non-conforming waste/profile situation about once a month.
We always handle it correctly but it can be a major
headache.
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Question: What’s another new challenge?
Fracking water. EPA does not want fracking water to
be handled by CWTs. EPA wants it pumped back in
the ground. We test for total dissolved solids. Water
that is high in TSDs is often fracking water.
LIQUIDRECYCLING

The danger with fracking water, by the way, is radioactivity–which can be very high and harmful.

Question: What are the real challenges to the
wastewater recycling industry today?

Question: Any other challenges you can think of?

I’m glad you asked that question. I think the
biggest challenge is the increasing stringency of
contaminant limits. Each renewal of our discharge
permits in various cities involves more difficult
restrictions. For example, the renewed permit
might say “cut your phosphate effluent in half:
from 100 ppm to 50 ppm.” Our plants are designed
around their original permits. It is neither easy nor
inexpensive to buy new technology or equipment
to meet these new restrictions. The profit margins
in our industry right now are extremely thin. Buying
new equipment for one plant can easily cost
$200,000 or more. There goes a good portion of a
plant’s profit.

You bet. It’s the [expletive deleted] government–
at every level. Very intrusive and very aggressive.
Much more intrusive than 25 years ago when I
got started in this business. I know it’s a cliché but
every time you’re guilty until proven innocent. And
you have to deal with so many agencies: OSHA,
EPA, IRS etcetera. One year we had to deal with 12
different government agencies conducting audits.
I spend at least 25 percent of my time battling the
government–usually successfully because we’re
pretty careful about crossing our t’s and dotting our
i’s.

PART TWO:
Interview with
Brett Conover, National Account Manager/Used Oil
Liquid Environmental Solutions
Chairman of the NORA Wastewater Committee

A lot of the pressure on reducing contaminant
levels in our discharges comes from the POTWs.
The POTWs have an easier job of treatment if they
continue to push the treatment requirements
upstream to the CWTs. One example of that is a
POTW that decided to start land farming their
sludge. EPA said the levels of molybdenum in their

Continental Refining Company
now accepts transmix. Transmix is
produced when refined petroleum
products gasoline and diesel are
mixed together. Once these
refined products are combined the
combination no longer meets the
approved refined fuel guidelines,
this combined product cannot be
used as a finished fuel. CRC has
developed a processing unit that
refines transmix back into gasoline
and diesel. CRC is able to recycle
fuel and offer wholesalers, jobbers
and environmental companies a
solution for their mixed fuel
problems.
CRC is capable of processing up
to 5,500 barrels per day refined
products.
Transmix is accepted in the facility
Monday thru Friday 8 AM until 3
PM. Each load of transmix brought
into the facility is tested for CRC
fuel specification guidelines.
LIQUIDRECYCLING

www.continentalrefiningco.com
Somerset, Kentucky | (606) 679-6301
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Used Oil

sludge were too high for land farming. Instead of
dealing with that issue themselves–which they
could have–they modified our permit to force us
to adjust our treatment technology to reduce our
molybdenum discharges. This also added cost to
the generators. What was once a manageable waste
stream now may require solidification.

Leak-Free Pump
Transfer
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Another problem is what I call “front end”
restrictions, that is, the limits some cities are now
placing on our incoming wastewater. An example
is restricting the incoming limit on benzene even
though we have the technology and expertise to
treat benzene and meet our discharge limits. I think
it is an overreach, frankly.

ws
Flo

Questions: What about non-conforming waste
streams? Is that a problem?

CC20 Eccentric Disc
Truck Pump

Absolutely. Although we deal with it and we train
our employees to respond properly, it is always a
major annoyance. We once had a generator who
misrepresented his waste. It had a very low pH and
it was unknowingly pumped into our aluminum
tank truck. So it took several hours to track down
this customer, have them pump out our truck, and
arrange disposal. Meanwhile our tank was slowly
corroding away. Even though we check the pH
before loading these things still happen.

Stationary
Eccentric Disc Pump

Question: Any other challenges?

“The CC20 pumped over 1.4 million
gallons in a 10-month period
and was still pumping without a
leak. I’m extremely satisfied with
the performance and reliability
of this Mouvex® pump.”
Guy Miller, Fleet Manager
Universal Lubricants, Wichita, KS, USA
• Strong suction, self-priming
capabilities to clear tanks, lines
• Minimal maintenance for low
life-cycle costs
• Handles varying viscosities and
particulate levels
• Flow rates to 88 gpm and
pump speeds to 500 rpm
Improve Your Reliability:

psgpumps.com/lr416m

Contact your authorized
Mouvex distributor today,
or email contact@mouvex.com

Mouvex is supported by the
the following Master Distributors:
United States
Werts Welding & Tank Service, Inc.
+1 800-851-4452
werts@wertswelding.com
Canada
Commercial Truck Equipment Co.
+1 877-915-9140
www.comtruck.ca

The disappearing off-spec used oil market. Rerefiners want only the “cleanest” used oil and the rerefiners have an increasing demand for high quality
on-spec used oil. What is left includes a lot of hard
to treat industrial oils and other off-spec used oils.
There’s virtually no demand for it because in today’s
market burners can buy virgin oil at very reasonable
costs and good quality on-spec RFO for even less.
Or the burners now burn natural gas. So you can’t
even give away off-spec used oil fuel. A concern
of mine is that as the costs go up to generators to
remove their off-spec oils–who really balk at having
to pay to have their used oil picked up–could likely
turn to solidification so it can be landfilled (off-spec
or on-spec) to offset the higher costs. Or, used oil
generators will acquire space heaters and burn
used oil even in the summertime. Those are two
dangerous trends that I am concerned about.
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Implementing Novel Wastewater System for Waste Oil Recyclers
Water treatment is a way of life for
many NORA members. Oil collectors
and processors can be challenged
with unique water treatment
situations. Many of these situations
require the need for biological
systems to treat the waste before
being sent to a municipal treatment
facility or the need to pay that
facility a great deal of money to
do the treatment for them. Typical
processes include oxidation and/or
activated sludge. For each treatment
technology the use of oxygen is
important. Most oxygen can be taken
from the air but more and more
NORA members are moving to more
rigorous treatment processes which
can mean moving to pure oxygen
rather than the small percentage
contained in the air. Using pure
oxygen allows aeration systems to
treat more waste without requiring
significant capital equipment.

Aeration via oxygen rather than
air has a number of advantages,
including:
• Reduced VOC emissions
• Higher treatment rate
• Enhanced ability to treat sulfur/H2S
• Reduced foaming and sludge yield
• Smaller system with reduced power
requirements
NORA member
Air Products has
been a leader in
oxygen for water
treatment for over
30 years. They have
recently developed
the Halia Mixer
Aeration system
jointly with Aqua
Aerobics, with a
focus on adding

oxygen to water with industryleading efficiency. This unit is a high
speed, direct drive floating mixer
equipment with oxygen injection.
The schematic below illustrates how
this system integrates your treatment
area with oxygen supply.
For more information or questions
on oxygen solutions for wastewater
treatment, contact Air Products at
800-654-4567, program 7401 or
gigmrktg@airproducts.com.
Control Panel
Power Cable
Oxygen Supply Line

Dissolved
Oxygen Probe

Need an effective wastewater
treatment solution?

Air Products’ unique, energy-efficient mixer aerator
can provide you with the following benefits:
• Minimized capital investment
• Flexibility in treatment based on variable dissolved
oxygen requirements
• Easily retrofitted, wet installed
• Low maintenance requirements
• Surface accessible with no floor mounted equipment

© Air Products and Chemicals, Inc., 2016 (39343)

800-654-4567,
program 7401
gigmrktg@airproducts.com

tell me more

NORA Submits Comprehensive Report on
PCB Contamination Incidents to EPA
On April 7, 2016, NORA submitted to the EPA a
lengthy report entitled “PCB Infiltration Into the
Used Oil Recycling System: Causes, Costs and
Corrective Actions”. The report, written by an
independent environmental consultant, David G.
Coles,1 discusses the widespread use of PCBs in the
United States for over half a century (from 1929 to
1979). Because PCBs were so “ubiquitous” for many
decades, the Coles report pointed out that “the
widespread assumption that PCBs would be ‘flushed
out of the system’ within a decade or so after the
manufacturing of PCBs was prohibited has turned
out to be wildly over-optimistic.” As a result, “it is
clear that the oil recycling industry bears the brunt
of the unknown but probably massive quantity of
PCBs that continues to infiltrate used oil.”
A key component of the Coles report were the
confidential interviews of 25 oil recyclers (most of
whom also managed wastewater) who provided
important statistics on the impacts of PCB
contamination incidents. According to the report,
For the companies that reported having had
one or more PCB incidents, the total cost
resulting from their largest incidents exceeded
$33,000,000. This amount does not include the
more numerous smaller PCB incidents. Overall,
there were 132 PCB contamination incidents over
the past 20 years at 17 of the 25 companies that
were surveyed. The average cost of the largest
PCB incident was approximately $2,000,000.
Eight companies reported that they encountered
no PCB incidents. However, two of these
companies stated that they did not test for PCBs.
On a positive note, based on the survey of the oil
recyclers, NORA’s effort to educate its members on
the need to implement Best Management Practices
has been “largely successful.” Of the 25 companies
surveyed all but one (a non-NORA member at the
time of the survey) were knowledgeable about
1 Mr. Coles is a chemist and geologist whose firm, Coles Environmental Consulting, Inc., is located in West Linn, Oregon. At a NORA conference in Las Vegas several years ago, Mr. Coles made a presentation on
designing and implementing SPCC plans for oil recycling facilities.
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the BMPs and “22 out of the 25 companies are
implementing at least some of the BMPs.” However,
the cost of implementation is substantial. According
to the survey results, “the average annual cost of
implementing BMPs is $233,000.”
One finding in the Coles report will not surprise
anyone that has experienced a PCB incident. Even
where the original PCB generator has been clearly
identified, EPA will not launch an enforcement
action against the generator. Instead, EPA imposes
heavy fines on the oil recycler who also has to pay
for the remediation project. The one and only EPA
enforcement action against a “generator” occurred
when EPA targeted the City of Tacoma that operated
a DIY used oil collection facility at a landfill. The
actual culprit who disposed of the PCBs as DIY motor
oil was never identified.
The Coles report also analyzed the costs involved
in addressing a PCB incident under current TSCA
regulations in comparison to the costs under NORA’s
proposal to EPA.
Under NORA’s proposal, the cost of addressing
a used oil/PCB incident would be significantly
reduced in most cases -- but certainly not
eliminated. An oil recycler’s remediation costs
under the current TSCA regulations are likely to
be 3 to 5 times the costs under NORA’s proposal.
These remediation costs are in addition to the
oil recycler’s expenses to implement NORA’s Best
Management Practices. Under NORA’s proposal
these costs may be manageable; under EPA’s
current rules, especially in today’s devastating
energy market, the oil recycler’s costs would be
catastrophic.
The Coles report can be found on the NORA website
by clicking on the link in the press release on
noranews.org/news/
A meeting with EPA is scheduled for May 26, 2016 to
discuss the report’s findings as well as the status of
EPA’s approval process relating to NORA’s proposal
for PCB/TSCA Reform.
LIQUIDRECYCLING

HAS YOUR COMPANY CONTRIBUTED TO THE
2016 PCB/TSCA REFORM PROJECT?
2016 is a new year which means another chance to contribute to the PCB/
TSCA defense fund. NORA will match the first $30,000 in contributions.
When taking on an initiative as important and challenging for the industry as
PCB/TSCA REform, it is imperative to retain a top law firm. NORA has done that by
retaining the services of Steve Shimberg NORA thanks past contributors to this
reform project. The anticipated budget to properly fund this project in 2016 will
be $100,000. NORA’s annual budget alone cannot support this type of project.
NORA needs your help. The association is asking for all members to participate in
this effort to fully fund this vital project.
DOUBLE YOUR DONATION: The NORA Board of Directors has authorized a $30,000
match program for 2016. This means that the association will match dollar for
dollar each of the first $30,000 of contributions. This will help get us to 60% of our
goal.
If you would like to make a contribution to the 2016 NORA PCB/TSCA Reform
Project, contact Scott at sparker@noranews.org or call (703) 753-4277. Alternatively, a $100 voluntary contribution has been added to this years membership dues
invoices. You may opt out of this contribution by contacting NORA.

LIQUIDRECYCLING
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Any Facility Can R.I.S.E. to a
Quality Tank Inspection
Program
Recordkeeping, Industry Standards,
Scheduled Inspections and Evaluation
Submitted by Dylan Brown, Tank Consultants, Inc.
How EPA Inspectors Examine Tank Integrity Programs:
Nearly all facilities with above ground storage tanks
(ASTs) follow the EPA regulated Spill Prevention
Controls and Countermeasures (SPCC) requirements
and are subsequently required by federal law to have
a quality tank inspection program in place. To determine what an acceptable tank inspection program
looks like can be difficult, but there are some firm
common themes found throughout various EPA
publications and guidelines.

R

ecordkeeping is a vital component that will be
reviewed in detail when EPA inspectors review
a facility’s SPCC plan. At a minimum, facilities
must keep written inspection procedures and a
signed record of all inspections and testing for
a period of three years. In most cases, inspection/
documentation procedures and inspection intervals
are also dictated by the most relevant industry
standard for each specific type of equipment. Most
industry standards for ASTs have recordkeeping
requirements beyond the three year minimum.
Additionally, SPCC Section 112.9(c)(3) specifies
additional inspection requirements to be completed
by trained facility personnel periodically on a
regular schedule. These inspections must also be
documented and kept for a minimum of three years,
and in many cases even longer depending on the
inspection standard that is being utilized. A great
starting point for any tank owner is to compile
a list of every storage tank with corresponding
identification numbers. The next step is to identify
the most relevant industry standard.

I

ndustry Standards can be one of the more difficult
components of SPCC requirements to understand,
but correct application of relevant industry
standards dictate every aspect of a tank inspection
program. Once all tanks have been identified,
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additional information should be compiled starting
with the year the tank was built or manufactured,
tank diameter and height, capacity, and material.
(Carbon steel, stainless steel, fiberglass, plastic, etc).
The EPA publication/guideline “SPCC Guidance for
Regional Inspectors” is a great resource to determine
what the most relevant inspection standard for
each tank, specifically in Chapter 7: Inspection,
Evaluation, and Testing. Each tank must be
assigned a standard to follow, and at this point
the facility should acquire a copy of the standard
assigned for reference. Most standards will require
formal inspections to be completed by certified and
experienced inspectors at some point in addition to
periodic inspections performed by onsite personnel.
Each standard will have specific guidelines for
testing requirements, recordkeeping, procedures,
and frequency of inspections.

S

cheduled Inspections are an important aspect
of a quality tank integrity program. Scheduled
inspections are also referred to as formal inspections,
and are typically completed by an inspector with
certifications and experience specific to the relevant
standard. Scheduled inspections for all tanks should
be documented within your SPCC plan, and as a
minimum include the following information for each
tank: tank identification number, construction date
(in service date), dates of any recent formal external
or internal inspections, and the next scheduled
(formal) external and/or internal inspection(s).
Scheduled (formal) inspection intervals should
be determined according to the relevant industry
standard assigned for each individual tank.
Additionally, each relevant industry standard will
also dictate the frequency and scope for what is also
known as periodic inspections. Periodic inspections
are performed by trained and competent facility
personnel and are essential to a quality tank
LIQUIDRECYCLING

program. Although an SPCC plan may allow formal
external inspection intervals of 5, 10, or 20 years,
this does not allow tanks to go unattended between
formal inspections. Each standard has specific items
and components that must be looked at frequently,
often on a monthly basis. These periodic inspections
work to supplement a facility’s formal inspection
documentation to provide a thorough analysis of the
condition of all tanks on site.

E

valuation is the driving force behind everything.
Recordkeeping, application of industry
standards, and scheduled inspections facilitate a
path for truly understanding the condition of all
tanks on site. Quality tank integrity Programs
demonstrate a thorough understanding of
all tanks on site and strive to exceed the bare
minimum. Experienced managers understand
that tank inspection is not as simple as looking
for product leaks and checking off boxes on a
simple checklist. Inspection is a key element for
preventative maintenance. Scheduled (Formal)
Inspections require experienced inspectors with
specific certifications. Just as important are periodic

inspections. Trained site personnel should have
the ability to discover tank issues requiring action
immediately, near future, and down the road. While
most employees are able to identify a leak or spill,
they also need to recognize issues that may cause
a leak in the future. Would the staff on site know
to test liquid level equipment and containment
drain valves on every periodic inspection? Would
they note any debris, cracks, or water within the
containment area? How about paying special
attention to appurtenances and attachments on
fiberglass tanks or looking for knife edge corrosion
at the bottom edge project on steel cone roof tanks?
The EPA expects this documentation to be readily
available at all times. An EPA inspector would expect
the facility manager/owner be able to provide the
most recent periodic inspection (often performed
monthly) if they stopped by a site today. Tank
owners that do not have an organized, quality, and
complete tank integrity program ready to meet
these requirements should pick up the phone and
call a storage tank expert today, or they may be
picking up the phone to report an environmentally
negligent spill tomorrow.

TCI Services, Inc. has proven to be the most trusted industry professionals in all things aboveground storage tank
related for over 20 years. Proudly known as the “Storage Tank Experts,” some of TCI’s services include, but are not limited to the following:





STI SP001 Storage Tank Inspection
API 653 Storage Tank Inspection, Construction & Engineering Services
FPTI 2007-1 Fiberglass Tank Inspection
Environmental Compliance Consulting Services

Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures (SPCC): From the baseline inspection to technical guidance/training to
storing your inspection reports, TCI is here to assist you in every step of the SPCC plan process. By specializing in SPCC
inspection services, you can rest assured that your facility will be fully compliant once TCI has completed the job.

LIQUIDRECYCLING
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WELCOME NORA’S NEWEST MEMBERS!
COMPANY.........................................CONTACT......................... LOCATION............................................... PHONE
Baxter Oil Service Ltd..............................Sam Baxter............................Beaumont, Texas..............................(409) 840-9000
Chemtex, Inc..............................................Lenny Johnson.....................Cumberland, Rhode Island..........(401) 305-3030
Defense Logistics Agency.....................Keoni Taylor...........................Battle Creek, Michigan..................(269) 961-5727
Freedom Used Oil L.L.C..........................Darryl Burkhead..................Skiatook, Oklahoma.......................(918) 218-9699
Innovative Fluids......................................Todd McClead......................Monroe, Michigan...........................(216) 385-8601
Jim Letteney...............................................Jim Letteney.........................Waldoboro, Maine...........................(207) 832-5143
Nuance Solutions.....................................Matthew Ahrens..................Chicago, Illinois................................(312) 560-3927
TBC Corporation.......................................Aaron Engi.............................Palm Beach Gardens, Florida

INDUSTRY
CALENDAR

2016 NORA MID-YEAR MEETING
June 27-29 2016
Boston, Massachusetts
www.noranews.org > Events

2016 NORA CONFERENCE &
TRADE SHOW
November 9-12, 2016
Kohala Coast, Big Island of Hawaii
www.noranews.org > Events
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The Allies win WWII.
Senn Dunn becomes a
business ally for better worker
compensation outcomes.
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Today, we still
provide that same
level of connected expertise.

For more than 85 years, Senn Dunn has been helping businesses reduce on-the-job risk while
increasing employee morale. With our specialized comprehensive SDProComp® program, we’ll
help you build a workers’ compensation plan that successfully manages your risk and improves your
business outcomes. That’s just one of the reasons Senn Dunn consistently retains 95% of our clients.
Get connected with our risk management consultants today.
Business
Insurance

Employee
Benefits

Personal
Insurance

®

Greensboro | High Point | Raleigh | Wilmington | Charlotte
Ph: 800.598.7161 | SennDunn.com
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Integrated Insurance
Programs for the
Recycling Industry
XL Group and Catlin Group are now one.
We are XL Catlin! From insurance to reinsurance,
a changing world needs new answers. We’re here
to find them. With an incredible blend of people,
products, services and technology, we have
the power to find innovative, creative solutions
to your risks – from the most familiar to the
most complex.
For more than 20 years, XL Catlin’s Environmental
team has been providing integrated insurance
solutions that include
• Property & Casualty coverage
• Pollution coverage, tailored to
customer needs
• Specialized risk control and
claims management services

MAKE YOUR WORLD GO
For more information, please contact
Matt Gartner
AVP, Environmental
Toll-free: +1 800 327 1414
Direct: +1 610 968 9294
matthew.gartner@xlcatlin.com
505 Eagleview Boulevard, Suite 100
Exton, PA 19341-0636
xlgroup.com/insurance/environmental

XL Catlin is the global brand used by XL Group plc’s
insurance subsidiaries. In the US, the insurance
companies of XL Group plc are: Catlin Indemnity
Company, Catlin Insurance Company, Inc., Catlin
Specialty Insurance Company, Greenwich Insurance
Company, Indian Harbor Insurance Company, XL
Insurance America, Inc., XL Insurance Company of
New York, Inc., and XL Specialty Insurance Company.
Not all of the insurers do business in all jurisdictions
nor is coverage available in all jurisdictions.
Information accurate as of June 2015.
, XL Catlin and MAKE YOUR WORLD GO
are trademarks of XL Group plc companies.

Classic
USED OIL GENERATORS
By: Vern Parker

1964 FORD FAIRLANE
Thanks to her father, Melinda Glenn is intimately
familiar with every aspect of her 1964 Ford Fairlane
500.
Glenn, one of seven children, grew up in LaCrosse,
Wisconsin. As her older siblings reached driving
age they acquired, with their father’s assistance,
second hand Ford Mustangs that were in need of
resuscitation.
Her father was of the opinion that if the young
drivers invested some time working on the cars they
might treat them gently and safely.
As Glenn approached driving age she naturally
assumed her father would find her a used Mustang.
She didn’t know that in his youth her father had
owned a 1964 Ford Fairlane 500, so she was
surprised one spring day in 2001 when he called to
inform her that he had just purchased a 1964 Ford
Fairlane 500 for her in Arcadia, Wisconsin. It was just
like the one he had owned years before.
True to form she was required to get grease under
her fingernails and turn some wrenches in order to
make the car roadworthy.
The Ford arrived at her parents’ home on a 115inch wheelbase with a 289-cubic-inch small block
engine under the hood that required rebuilding with
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an Edlebrock package topped with a four-barrel
carburetor.
By 2002 the restoration of the Fairlane was complete
with a few personal touches such as substituting
Deep Amethyst Pearl paint for the original burgundy.
The double bench seat was reupholstered along
with the beige carpeting. As was typical in the 1960s
the metal dashboard was painted.
Her father agreed to feed the Ford one tank of
gasoline a week. Unfortunately, the teenager burned
two or more tanks of fuel a week. “It gets about 12
miles per gallon on a good day,” she reports. The car
came with an automatic transmission, but it now has
a 4-speed manual floor-mounted transmission.
By the time the car was in like new condition Glenn
was a student in Chicago. To avoid harsh winter
weather she left her car at home under cover.
Soon after graduation Glenn was wed and moved
to Bainbridge, Georgia where she no longer has to
contend with garaging her car from the time the first
snowplow arrives to when spring flowers bloom.
The heater in her car works but is no longer needed.
Her car now rides on 14-inch Cragar wheels wrapped
in radial tires. Stopping chores are relegated to drum
brakes.
LIQUIDRECYCLING

Six quarts of 10W30 oil keep the engine running
smoothly while Glenn admits the 120 mile per hour
speedometer is overly optimistic. “I’m sure it would
never get there,” she says. The 2,925-pound Fairlane
500 might come close since she tweaked the engine
when it was being overhauled with Edlebrock parts
that Ford didn’t supply.

www.sebrightproducts.com
269-793-7183 •
800-253-0532 US
Hopkins, MI 49328

This classic Used Oil Generator is owned by a NORA
member from
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During the 1964 model year production, a total of
42,733 cars like hers were manufactured, each one
with a base price of $2,341. The chances are that
none of them are in the fantastic condition as Melinda Glenn’s Fairlane 500
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She says wing vent windows compensate for the lack
of air conditioning.
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The absence of any power assisted options such as
windows, seats, steering or brakes do not dampen
her enthusiasm for her Fairlane 500.
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Over 30 Years of
Innovation–See our
website for a video of
the OFR in motion
Visit www.sebrightproducts.com

Process up to 13 barrels of �ilters per hour
Increase Oil Recovery
Decrease Downtime

If you own a Classic Used Oil Generator and would
like to be featured in Liquid Recycling, email
info@noranews.org today!

USA Designed
USA Made
USA Backed

Oil Filter Recycling systems and
Belt Filter Presses
Designed for your application
Manufactured to your speci�ications
Installed by Sebright Install Crews
Serviced by Sebright Staff
LIQUIDRECYCLING
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NORA SUPPLIER/
VENDOR SPOTLIGHT:
Interview with:
Ed Sweeney
Member Since: 2012

Headquarters:
Independence, Kentucky

How is your company connected to the industry?
How/why was the company established?
Flottweg specializes in the manufacture of equipment for liquid solid separation. These devices
include decanter & tricanter centrifuges, disc centrifuges, and belt presses. We have applications in
many industries including oil processing, oil recovery, mining extraction, chemicals & pharmaceutical
manufacturing, fruit and vegetable production,
water and wastewater processes, and biodiesel production.
What products/services does Flottweg
Separation Technology, Inc. provide?
The liquid solid separation devices allow the various industries
to separate liquid solid mixtures
and recover a variety separation
products. Sometimes the end
user wants to recover the solid
products and sometimes the liquid phase(s). In the oil recovery
business our products separate
the oil/water/solids waste products. The recovered oil can then
be reused or further processed
for a variety of uses.
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Email: esweeney@flottweg.net
Phone: (203) 838-6120

What value do you find in NORA membership to
expand your business opportunities?
NORA puts us in touch with the folks with “boots on
the ground” in oil recovery. NORA members are a
focused and hard working group who are great to
work with.
How do your products assist NORA members in
the wastewater recycling industry?
We provide design and application assistance as well
as the separation devices(tricanter for example) as
well as startup services related to the system.
What are the biggest challenges and opportunities you see facing the wastewater recycling industry over
the next five years?
Over the next five years I expect
further regulation requiring
more waste oil to be reprocessed. This is good for NORA
members who provide a great
service for their customers and
the environment.

LIQUIDRECYCLING

PRODUCING TOMORROW’S ENERGY

YOU SEE TRAFFIC.
WE SEE TOMORROW’S ENERGY.
At Vertex Energy, we see things differently.
Challenges are just new opportunities to
create responsible solutions. By collecting,
recycling and re-refining used motor oil and
other petroleum coproduct streams, we are
working hard to decrease dependence on
foreign oil and reduce environmental impact.
To learn how we’re Producing Tomorrow’s
Energy, visit us at VertexEnergy.com
Contact us: 866-660-8156
NORA member
since 2001

NORA SUPPLIER/VENDOR DIRECTORY

NORA Supplier/Vendor Members in good standing as of 04/13/16 are listed below. Companies in bold have an ad in
this magazine. Companies with a $ are part of the NORA $ave program by offering discounts/value added services to
NORA members. Contact NORA to learn more about the NORA $ave program. Companies that are in red are exhibiting
at the 2016 NORA Conference & Trade Show as of 04/13/16.

Accurate Energy
paul@accurate-energy.com
(302) 947-9560
Accurate-Energy specializes in providing recycled fuel oil products, environmental services,
and creative market approaches for customers
who require exceptional service and value.
ACEUNICO, Inc
dtrappey@aceunico.com
(281) 359-2340
Uniforms/Award Programs
Air Products & Chemicals
lebrectd@airproducts.com
(610) 481-8388
Air Products is the global leader in hydrogen
production and services. Additionally, Air
Products provides atmospheric gases such as
nitrogen, oxygen, & argon, and technology to
enable customers to become more productive,
energy efficient and sustainable.
Albemarle Corporation
aaron.williams@albemarle.com
(225) 388-8011
HPC and FCC catalysts
Amchem Inc.
craig@amcheminc.com
(903) 236-0138
Chemical Distribution

American Testing Technologies
stacy.youssef@gmail.com
(877) 634-9906
We provide a full range of analytical services
to petroleum suppliers and users. With over 25
years experience, we offer the highest quality
testing of oils, fuels, biofuels, waters, waste,
and hazardous waste. Most tests are completed
within 24 hours.
Argus Media
chloe.bazille@argusmedia.com
(713) 429-6343
Argus Base Oils provides weekly base oils spot
prices, posted prices, and market analysis for
all the key markets globally as well as valuable
price analytics information on base oil premiums to VGO, crude, and gasoil.
ATEK Access Technologies
mmurray@atekcompanies.com
(763) 553-7700
TankScan is a technology leader in wireless
level monitoring solutions for light industrial
liquid tanks. TankScan data is used to optimize
delivery routes, enhance customer service, and
provide global inventory management
Automotive Fluid Recycling, LLC
rustyp@afr.cash
(904) 222-1174
Reclamation of auto fluids to Include oil; Gasoline; Antifreeze
Baheth Research & Dev Labs, Ltd
m.a.baaheth@baahethresearch.com
(251) 345-1060
Scientific Research/Chemical Analytical Testing
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BASE Engineering Inc.
info@baseng.com
(506) 635-2280
Radio Remote Controls for Industrial Tanks
Bedford Industries, Inc
david@bedfordindustries.com
(800) 848-8228
Manufacture a full line of oil filter crushers,
drum crushers, and oil filter balers. On the
market since 1989, the OBERG filter Crusher has
stood the test of time.
Blend Tech, Inc
kughn@blendtech.biz
(888) 869-4827
Antifreeze inhibitor sales, chemical sales, antifreeze fortifiers, technical support, laboratory
testing and analysis. Seminar training for
fluids, including antifreeze. Antifreeze recycling
consulting.
Boerger, LLC
mja@boerger.com
(612) 435-7300
Boerger specializes in reliable and cost effective
Rotary Lobe Pumps and Macerating Technology
for the conveyance of low to high viscous and
abrasive materials.
Bright Technologies a Division of Sebright
Products, Inc.
alex@sebrightproducts.com
(800) 253-0532
Bright Technologies a division of Sebright
Products, Inc., manufactures Oil Filter recycling
equipment along with other recycling equipment for dewatering and solidification of wet
materials. Such as belt filter presses,conveyors,
extruders, densifiers.
LIQUIDRECYCLING

Brown Gibbons Lang & Company, LLC
ekaplan@bglco.com
(216) 920-6634
Investment Banking Firm
Brown Industrial Inc
craig@brownindustrial.com
(937) 693-3838
Technology leading custom designers &
manufacturers of trailers & truck bodies for
the rendering, oil filter recovery & recycling
industries.
Build-All Corporation
rberg@build-all.com
(800) 558-2148
Manufacturer of parts washers and degreasing
equipment.
Cambridge Consulting Group
rmangiapane@cambridge-cg.com
(248) 743-4300
Insurance

Catalyst Trading Co, LTD
rgarcia@resalecatalyst.com
(713) 926-6078
Hydrotreating Fresh Catalyst, Regen Catalyst,
Pre-Sulfided Catalyst, Silica & Phosphorus
materials,Reactor toppings, Ceramic support
products, screening, recycled ceramic support,
High Alumina support, re-packaging, and
acquisition of spent catalysts.
Chemical Engineering Partners
harrison.phillips@ceptechnology.com
(949) 440-8317
Chemical Engineering partners (CEP) provides
used oil re-refining design and technology to
clients worldwide. CEP is a global leader in
licensing state of the art re-refining technology
and hydrotreating processes, with over 10
plants operating worldwide.

Chemtex, Inc.
ljohnson@chemtexinc.com
(401) 305-3030
Chemtex is a leading manufacturer of marine
and industrial oil sorbent pads, rolls, booms,
socks, pillows, and spill kits used to clean oil
and chemical spills on both land and water.
Citamora Processes Inc.
gmarquez@citamora.com
(305) 725-2805
Citamora develops innovative solutions to recycle used oils into high quality fuels, lubricants
and other products. We deploy easy to use, low
cost technologies to maximize process yields &
product quality, generating a strong return on
investment.
Coco Products
scottlucas48@gmail.com
(855) 551-COCO (2626)
Manufacturing & Distribution

A GREEN Approach to the
Management of Spent Solvents
www.radianchemicals.com
281.883.4389
LIQUIDRECYCLING
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Cradon Energy, Ltd.
jsc@cradon.com
(713) 521-1777
Buy, sell and trade petroleum products.
Cuda Aqueous Parts Washers
tim.kolshinski@karcherna.com
(888) 319-0882
Cuda manufactures automatic parts washers
that are aqueous based, eliminating the need
for harmful cleaning solvents. Cuda parts
washers provide a safe, efficient and
timesaving solution to cleaning parts.
DesertMicro
barryg@desertmicro.net
(904) 247-4285
DesertMicro provides management software
for oil waste, recovery and recycled industry.
PetrolManager provides detailed history, extensive billing options, container tracking, lab
results, profiling, routing and dispatching.
Dexsil Corporation
$
ckopylec@dexsil.com
(203) 288-3509
On-site test kits that are quick and easy to use,
affording the user an economical advantage
over time-consuming and costly laboratory
methods. Products detect chlorine contamination in used oil, organic chlorine in wastewater,
and more.
Dober
dkelly@dobergroup.com
(773) 343-7537
Full service chemical manufacturer specializing
in antifreeze additives, oil treatment, wastewater treatment, boiler water treatment, and
cooling water treatment.
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Dolphin Centrifuge
sales@dolphincentrifuge.com
(248) 522-2573
Dolphin Centrifuge specializes in Centrifuge
based Oil Recovery Systems. Our systems are
primarily built around New & Reconditioned
Alfa Laval Centrifuges. Complete modules
include Hi-Speed Disc Centrifuges, Automatic
PLC Controls, Feed Pumps, Heaters etc
EconoHeat Inc.
sales@econoheat.com
(800) 255-1363
Waste Oil Burning Equipment
Ecosorb International Inc.
larry@ecosorb.com
(713) 413-1173 x4714
Environmentally Friendly Absorbents
Emulsions Control Inc
drsam.delchad@emulsionsonline.com
(619) 656-8899
Demulsifiers for waste oil and antifreeze,
clarifiers for oily wastewater, polymers, consulting/training services.
EnergyLogic
dnewburry@energylogic.com
(615) 471-5221
EnergyLogic manufactures and sells used oil
furnaces and boilers, less than 500,000 Btu/
hour in size.

Enevo, Inc.
julie.vairo@enevo.com
(617) 784-5686
Enevo provides innovative fill level monitoring
and reporting solutions; complete end-to-end
services that are easy and enjoyable to use,
while saving money, grey hairs and CO2.
Engine & Accessory, Inc.
rcs@rampstar.com
(305) 573-2268
Waste Oil Trucks/Vacuum Trucks
Environmental Resource Associates
eragortze@comcast.net
(508) 428-6282
Exclusive representative of Oil Eater Cleaner
Degreaser and full line of Absorbent Products
including our new line of Natural Absorbents
for NORA members. Products include:
degreasers, cleansers, truck wash, aqueous
parts washers, absorbent pads and more.
Eurecat US
TCampbell@eurecat.com
(832) 284-0609
Supplier of regenerated hydrotreating catalyst,
catalyst sulfiding/activation services, catalyst
regeneration, and specialty grading
Flottweg Separation Technology, Inc.
esweeney@flottweg.net
(203) 838-6120
Decanter, Tricanter, and Separator Centrifuges
for oil, water, solids separation.
Fluid Solutions GmbH
k.mohme@fluid-solutions.de
+49 40 534307-0
We are a professional engineering & plant
supplier for lube oil/grease production/waste
oil re-refining technology. With high standard plasma tube reactor, we offer a perfect
recycling process from waste oil to base oil &
elimination of PCB contamination.
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Fountain Industries LLC
bdea@ftnllc.com
(800) 328-3594
Fountain Industries LLC is proud to be an industry leading US manufacturer with complete
product coverage of aqueous and solvent type
parts washers in all capacities including spray
cabinets and other specialty products.
GEA Group
william.dechiara@gea.com
(281) 465-7900
Centrifuges-disc type and decanters for the
purification of used oil and/or wastewater.
Biodiesel-separator and decanters used in
Biodiesel Process.
General Combustion Corp
mhoward@gencor.com
(407) 290-6000
Manufacturer of the HY-WAY brand thermal
fluid heaters and pre-heaters for recycled oil.
Jacketed piping, pumps, tanks, & burners for
processing industries, terminals & recycled oil
as well as other products.
Geophia LLC
pgkendrick54@gmail.com
(704) 502-8287
Absorption materials.
Graymills
tkucklick@graymills.com
(773) 477-4100
Parts Cleaning Manufacturers
GTI
sgephart@gti-e.com
(973) 630-0990
Buyers of off specification fuels, co-products,
by-products, excess inventory, outdated/
expired chemical and fuel products. Virgin
and secondary chemicals import and export.
Efficient logistic solutions via truck and rail
nationwide. Project financing.
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Houlihan Lokey
ssergeant@hl.com
(212) 497-4275
Investment bank providing range of advisory
services: M&A; debt/equity financing, valuation, restructuring. Environmental Services
industry deals include sale of Siemens HS to FCC
Environmental, Thermo Fluids to
Heckmann and Safety-Kleen to Clean Harbors.
Husky Corporation
dwieda@husky.com
(636) 825-7200
Husky Corporation serves the lube and industrial market with BJE oil filter crushers, tank
monitors, gauges, and overfill alarms & accessories. Through enevo, we offer a web enabled
electronic liquid level measurement system via
cellular technology.
Hydrodec of North America, LLC
michael.pitcher@hydrodec.com
(330) 409-8672
Used transformer oil re-refiner. Hydrodec
collects, manages and processes used
naphthenic transformer oil up to 2000 ppm PCB
content. Hydrodec produces and markets the
highest quality new transformer oil that meets
ASTM and IEC specifications
IHS Global Inc.
blake.eskew@ihs.com
(713) 331-4000
IHS is the leading research and consulting
company to the global energy industry. IHS
acquired Purvin & Gertz in November 2011,
adding Purvin & Gertz’ strengths in the
petroleum refining, lubricants and base oil
industries.

InCon Process Systems - GIG Karasek GmbH
rscully@ips-gigk.com
(630) 305-8556
Offering 20 years experience in Used Oil
distillation systems. Our clients range from fuel
blenders wishing to upgrade to cleaner fuel or
base oils and seek Modular Plants. Major clients
upgrade to GIG Karasek Wiped Film Technology.
Innovative Fluids
tmcclead@innovativefluids.com
(216) 385-8601
“Bulk” Windshield Washer Fluid and Antifreeze.
Delivered in bulk to 25 states.
InTerraChem, LLC
curtis.ellis@interrachem.com
(812) 425-0989
We offer a full line of Demulsifiers, Waste Water
Treatment Chemicals, Cleaners, Degreasers and
Environmentally Safe Green Chemistry.
Ironshore Environmental
mark.hayes@ironshore.com
(312) 2373485
Insurance Company
J. Smith Lanier & Co.
mfox@jsmithlanier.com
(229) 883-2424
Insurance/Risk Management Services
Jaxon Filtration
james@jaxonfiltration.com
(706) 675-3996
Filtration Equipment, Media, Custom Elements
Keteca USA, Inc.
kparks@ketecausa.com
(602) 278-7789
Offers alternatives to dangerous cleaning
chemicals & high performance cleaning
solutions with low V.O.C. emissions. Industrial
parts & pressure washing, cnc sump & machine,
offshore & land production tank & vessel, rig
and frac tank cleaning solutions.
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KeyBanc Capital Markets, Inc.
rmacdonald@key.com
(216) 689-4445
Investment bank providing M&A and financial
advisory services, debt and equity capital
markets and debt.
Kline & Company, Inc.
ian.moncrieff@klinegroup.com
(973) 615-3680
Labcal Repair and Services Inc
jscholes@lcs-llc.com
(281) 474-1334
LabCal Services is a full-service, independent,
analytical laboratory specializing in petroleum,
petrochemical, environmental, water, soil,
and bio fuels. We offer a complete battery of
standard test methods, from gravities to the
most complex methods.

Lamb Fuels, Inc
cynthia@lambfuels.com
(678) 525-6889
Buyers of recyclable fuels. Gas. Diesel. Jet.
Avgas. Transmix.

Lone Wolf Petroleum Co
eric@lonewolfpetro.com
(217) 280-0959
Fuel Buyer

LCI Corporation
jhorton@lcicorp.com
(704) 398-7844
Thin-film evaporation and short path distillation.
LevelCon- Remote Tank Level Monitoring
jmitchell@levelcon.com
(937) 689-6537
LevelCon, family owned for over 30 years, offers
innovative solutions for monitoring fluid levels,
overfill protection, pump control and GPS
tracking. Your vital data is easily accessible from
our web-based portal or ported to your choice
of platform.

Lubrizol
bryan.gray@lubrizol.com
(812) 858-3147
Demulsifiers for used oil treatment, wastewater
treatment chemicals, metal precipitants, industrial cleaners, antifreeze recycling chemicals,
hydrogen sulfide & mercaptan scavengers, and
consulting.
MemPore Environmental Technologies
alanfox@mempore.com
(844) 636-7673
Nano-filtration membrane systems for converting used oil into base stock

The place for route driven, bulk delivery
& pick-up service.
A N T I F R E E Z E , W I N D S H I E L D WA S H , U S E D A N T I F R E E Z E , H E AT T R A N S F E R F L U I D S

Call today for premium fluids
and premium customer service:
or visit us at: www.ppicoolant.com
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Mouvex
scott.jackson@psgdover.com
(616) 248-9218
Mouvex®, part of Pump Solutions Group (PSG®)
Oakbrook Terrace, IL, USA, is a global provider
of pumps for the transfer of liquids. The CC20
eccentric disc pump is designed for the Used Oil
Market.
MultiTherm LLC
medie@multitherm.com
(610) 408-8361
Leading supplier of Heat Transfer Fluids and
System Cleaners. Within a temperature range
of -15°F to 660° F, MultiTherm can successfully
and economically accommodate a customer’s
heating or cooling requirements.
Munsch Hardt Kopf & Harr, P.C.
mkoks@munsch.com
(713) 222-4030
Legal Services

Owner Resource Group
msprinkle@orgroup.com
(512) 505-4119
Owner Resource Group is a private investment
firm founded to bring superior outcomes to
small and medium-sized businesses. We make
investments that enable business owners to
pursue their objectives and accelerate the
growth of their companies.

PESCO-BEAM Environmental
luke@pescobeam.com
(540) 206-2788
Over 18 years in quality used oil recovery.
Custom designed and built, complete turnkey,
skid mounted, affordable systems with clay
filtration, solvent extraction and hydrotreating
lube polishing options. Engineered to meet
your specific product goals.

Par-Kan Company
kbruner@par-kan.com
(260) 352-2141
Par-Kan offers Leakproof Steel Containers for
storage of disposable oils and filters. Containers
are available in various sizes with poly lids, fork
pockets and caster frames.

PFL
curtis@PFLPetroleum.com
(239) 390-2885
Railcar and Commodities Broker

Paratherm
rritz@paratherm.com
(610) 941-4900
Heat Transfer Fluids and System Related
Engineering Services.

Porocel International
pdouvry@porocel.com
(281) 469-8555
Hydrotreating Catalysts and Activated Bauxite
filter media

National Chemical Supply Corp
natlchem@gmail.com
(800) 515-9938
Manufacturer of the new, EB-series of oil
demulsifiers that treat oil and water at the
same time.
National Petroleum Products Co.
info@nppc-qatar.com
(974) 490-3839
Processing of used oil.
Newport Steel Inc. Oil Filter Processing
Equipment
newportsteel@truvista.net
(803) 789-3194
Non Shearing Oil Filter Processing Equipment

Lubrizol Chemical Solutions
We offer chemical solutions for:
• Used oil demulsification
• Industrial wastewater treatment
• Antifreeze recycling
• Hydrogen-sulfide (H2S) scavengers

Oilmen’s Truck Tanks Inc.
jfaris@oilmens.com
(864) 573-7400
Truck mounted tanks and trailers for waste oil
recovery. All major brands of trucks available.
Equipment for transportation and bulk storage
sites. Certified R Stama facility for wreck repair
and remounts.
LIQUIDRECYCLING

• Industrial cleaners and solvents
• Metalworking fluids
For information on Lubrizol’s engineered solutions,
call Bryan Gray at 812-499-8408 or visit www.lubrizol.com.

©2015 The Lubrizol Corporation All rights reserved.
15-0955
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Praxair, Inc.
walter_renz@praxair.com
(203) 837-2378
Praxair, a Fortune 250 company, is the oldest
and largest industrial gases firm in North and
South America. Praxair offers a complete range
of products including hydrogen, nitrogen and
specialty gases in cylinder quantities to worldscale onsite plants.
Process Dynamics
jon.skeds@processdyn.com
(479) 527-3905
hydrotreating technology
PRTI, Inc.
info@prtitech.com
(919) 809-5440
PRTI offers a patented system for tires pyrolysis.
This system of handling tires will break down
the tires into four elements; oil, carbon ash,
steel and a syn-gas. The syn-gas will be used as
a fuel for combustion in a generator to produce
energy.

Quantum Analytics
bharris@LQA.com
(650) 312-0900
Instrument Distributor- Financial Services
Quest Resource Management Group
tims@questrmg.com
(972) 464-0004
Consulting and management of waste and
recyclable materials for automotive, industrial,
and restaurant clients. National service provider for used oil filters, scrap tires, industrial
cleaning, e-waste, organics, and cooking oil/
rendering.
Radchem Products, Inc.
don.vlasaty@radcheminc.com
(708) 966-4044
Chemical & Solvents

Radian Chemicals LLC
jspain@radianchemicals.com
(281) 610-6908
Management of spent solvents for beneficial
reuse and/or treatment for recycle or disposition. Spent caustics, glycols, aminet, polyols,
methanols, etc.
Redragon Oil & Gas Systems International Inc.
prakash@redragon.ca
(519) 756-8890
Redragon offers turnkey solutions for oil
recyclers with our Wipe Film Evaporation, Clay
Polishing, Transformer Oil Regeneration, High
Vacuum Degasification and PCB Dechlorination
systems. Our financing options permit reduced
upfront capital costs.
Schumacher Consulting, LLC
roy@oilbizconsulting.com
(602) 524-2944
Consulting Services, including strategic planning, mergers & acquisitions, market research,
marketing, website development and sales
training.
Scope Marketing, Inc.
steves@scopemarketinginc.com
(760) 728-6095
Scope Marketing specializes in locating buyers
and sellers for a wide range of virgin, re-refined, synthetic oils and other petrochemicals.
Senn Dunn Insurance a Marsh &
McLennan Agency Company
sshepherd@senndunn.com
(336) 346-1347
Senn Dunn’s Environmental Group works
with large & mid-sized companies across the
United States to provide: Insurance & Risk
Management Solutions,Licensed Professional
Geologists/Engineers on staff,Lower Total Cost
of Risk,Industry Specific Claim Advocates
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wertswelding.com

New & Used Tank Sales

Parts & Repair

St. Louis, MO
800-851-4452

San Antonio, TX
800-551-8265

Birmingham, AL
800-264-6437

Atlanta, GA
800-893-1511

Tampa, FL
800-886-6003

Des Moines, IA
866-610-2225

Billings, MT
855-259-7563

Denver, CO
855-580-1001

Sequoia Energy & Environment
info@sequoia-global.com
(704) 780-1089
Vacuum distillation, hydrotreating, regenerative adsorption technologies for recycling of
used lubricating oils, transformer oils, waste
antifreeze/coolants and waste fuels.
SESCO
jstout@sesco-inc.com
(260) 422-1671
SESCO has become the preferred source for oil
purification, regeneration, and fluid conditioning equipment. Its reputation has been built
from a foundation of solid engineering, quality
manufacturing, and a commitment to customer
support and service.

SmartBin
brendan@smartbin.com
(353) 18902633
SmartBin powers intelligent, more agile &
cost-efficient collection operations with the
latest fill-level sensor technology and route
planning software. It’s smart, it’s simple...it’s
the future for Waste Oil & Liquid collectors.
SPC, A Brady Business
thom_sousa@bradycorp.com
(425) 418-8605
Manufacturer of high quality sorbents and
environmental products.
Spencer Strainer Systems
pdeaver@spencerstrainer.com
(502) 418-6769
Spencer Strainer Systems provides permanent,
self-cleaning filtration for recycling of oil and
glycol, and also of wastewater and many other
applications.

SERVING NORA MEMBERS WITH
QUALITY AND AFFORDABLE TESTING

SpillTech
contact@spilltech.com
(800) 228-3877
Absorbents, Spill Kits, Containment
Summit Environmental Technologies
lpachecoset@aol.com
(615) 794-9437
Full service QAQC environmental laboratory.
Emphasis and experience with liquid recycling
and environmental service industries. Nelac
and AZLA ISO certifications.
Sweet Gazoil Inc.
louisbertrand10@gmail.com
(579) 721-1690
Engineering solutions tailored to meet your
used and waste oil needs: Improve your current
operations or design complete plants. Unique
hybrid process that can treat used oils, waste
oils and asphalt flux, and make only environmentally friendly products.
SystemOne Technologies Inc.
mansur.paul@systemonetechnologies.com
(305) 593-8015
The industry’s most powerful parts cleaning
technology. Over 50,000 units installed in
30,000 locations worldwide. Cut costs by 60%;
pure solvent on-demand daily; recovers 100%
pure solvent; and eliminates 100% of hazardous solvent waste.
TCI Services
jgibson@tank-consultants.com
(903) 987-2912
Tank inspection, engineering, repair, construction, mechanical and service experts for above
ground storage tanks and related equipment.

Larry Pacheco

(877) 299-0563 | lpachecoset@aol.com

The Penray Companies
wpeinhardt@penray.com
(800) 323-6329
Antifreeze Inhibitors

Michael Pacheco

(615) 720-7568 | michaelp@settek.com
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PERMANENT FILTRATION–

Self-Cleaning Filter for the Petroleum
Industry-Refining & Recycling
Where used
Oil Recycling
Petrochemical Processing
Trucks - DC Motor

Advantages
Eliminate Filter Bags
Improve Product Reliability
Protect Downstream
Equipment
Eliminate Spillage & Resulting
Waste & Environmental Liability
Minimize Disposal & Other
Environmental Costs
Reduce Labor Costs

Features
Constant Cleaning
Back-flushable
316 Stainless Steel
Filter as small as 25 micron or as
large as customer requires
Flow rates to 1500 gal/min
Pressures to 400psi
Temperatures to 400°F+

Spencer Strainer Systems
6205 Gheens Mill Road
Jeffersonville, Indiana 47130
www.spencerstrainer.com
P: 1-800-801-4977
Fax: 812-282-7272

The Ultragen Group Ltd.
steve.surveyer@ultragen.com
(450) 650-0770
Ultragen is a multi-diciplinary engineering firm
& UMO specialists. We are engaged in all phases
of a project s life cycle. We can develop process
flow sheets, heat & material balances, plant
layouts, & detailed cost estimates.
Titan Logix Corp.
jenniferdm@titanlogix.com
(780) 462-4085
Titan Logix Corp.’s Guided Wave Radar gauges
provide accurate, reliable level measurement
in mobile tanks. The UsedOil-Stik is designed
especially for used oil transportation. Ground
level display of liquid level keeps the driver off
the top of the tank.
Transcourt Tank Leasing Inc.
rpahanich@transcourt.com
(773) 800-2617
Tank Trailer leasing and financial solutions

VTA GmbH & Co., KG
bob.schavey@vta-process.de
(803) 980-2882
Wiped Film and Short Path Evaporators for used
oil Re-refining
Werts Welding & Tank Service, Inc.
bruce@wertswelding.com
(618) 254-6967
Transportation tanks and trucks and all related
parts and equipment. Pumps, hoses, fittings
and valves. 8 locations across the USA.

XL Catlin
$
matthew.gartner@xlcatlin.com
(800) 327-1414 ext. 9294
The environmental division of the XL Insurance
companies offers integrated environmental
risk management solutions through insurance,
loss control and claims management to leading
businesses.
Zurich
steven.goebner@zurichna.com
(610) 727-5634
Zurich’s Environmental unit helps businesses
navigate the ever-changing world of environmental risk. Zurich provides easy-to-understand environmental insurance solutions that
can be customized to help meet customers’
needs for today and the future.

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY CORRECTION

The 2016 NORA Membership Directory incorrectly listed the Supplier/Vendor companies for Air
Pollution Control Systems in the Buyers Guide Index (Pg. 177). The correct company listings are:
Air Products and Chemicals.....................20
Praxair, Inc..............................................107

Trihydro Corporation
grisse@trihydro.com
(678) 320-0493
Trihydro is an engineering and environmental
firm offering due diligence; air & wastewater
design/ops; multi-media permitting, compliance audits; soil & groundwater assessment/remediation services to NORA member industries.
Truck Works LLC
ckaye@truckworksllc.com
(602) 233-3713 x 305
OEM manufacturer of bulk liquids and transportation equipment. Truck tanks steel, aluminum,
and stainless. MC 406/407/412 code and
non-code tanks. 1500 gallon to 4500 gallon
capacities. New and used units available. Parts
in stock.
Turn-Key Environmental
gary@tkenv.com
(815) 929-9440
Licensed Non Hazardous, Special Waste Hauler.
Drum and Box disposal, Vac Trucks, Used Oil,
Environmental Construction Management, and
Full Service Environmental Consultant.
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MARK YOUR CALENDAR!
2016 NORA MID-YEAR
MEETING

June 27-29, 2016
Hyatt Regency Boston
Boston, Massachusetts
www.noranews.org > Events

2016 NORA CONFERENCE
& TRADE SHOW
November 9-12, 2016
The Fairmont Orchid
Kohala Coast, Hawaii
www.noranews.org > Events

2017 NORA EH&S
FORUM
February 22, 2017
Caesar’s Palace
Las Vegas, Nevada

2017 NORA WINTER
MEETING
February 22-24, 2017
Caesar’s Palace
Las Vegas, Nevada

